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I have difficulty with the drugs conviction being the reason to 
terminate Louis's treatment for several reasons. Firstly, he 
could be telling the trnth. The instinct of most people reading 
the case is likely to be 'yeah, sure'. Would this be the response 
if it was a lawyer who was found in possession of medication 
he was prescribed several months ago? Would the lawyer even 
be charged, or would it be accepted that (s)he had put it in a 
non prescription container for the reason given, particularly 
if that lawyer had provided several urine specimens over 
previous months that were free of morphine (as Louis has)? 

And if the conviction is correct and fair? He has breached the 
safety requirements of the programme. This may be because 
he is still in pain, can't get the split dose he has asked for, and 
can't get other pain relief because he is on methadone. 
Whatever the reason, at worst he is displaying the symptoms 
of the condition he is having treated - addiction. This should 
not be a reason to withdraw that treatment. 

It could be argued that there was a breach of contract. As explained 
in Townsend et al. in the last issue, people wanting to get on 
methadone will sign anything. The contract has little actual value 
unless both parties are in a position to negotiate the terms. 

In defence of methadone programmes - in my experience 
people usually have to repeatedly breach the programme 
guidelines before their treatment is terminated. A usual first 
step would be removal of take away privileges. This would 
stop any selling of methadone. I can also understand their 
concern with people selling their methadone. As well as a 
genuine concern that people may overdose, there is also the 
fear that this practice brings a lot of negative attention to the 
methadone programme. 

The many legal requirements of the methadone programme, 
as well as society's moral attitudes, contribute to conflicts 
that arise between consumers and providers. Attitudes to 
methadone consumers ( and injecting drng users) with genuine 
pain relief needs adds another source of conflict. Situations 
similar to Louis's are not uncommon. 
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This interesting case is typical for a specialist drug clinic to 
deal with. However, the vignette provides insufficient 
information to give detailed management suggestions. First 
we must be clear about whom we are trying to assist and what 
the nature and extent of his problems actually are. We know 
Louis has a part-time job at a vehicle wrecker's out w~ do not 
know his relationship status, home situation, ethnicity, or 
connection to extended family. We do not know ifhe has any 
non-drug using friends. We need to assume his opioid use has 
been via the intravenous route and has followed a typical 
dependent pattern. No diagnoses (substance use, psychiatric, 
medical) are provided, nor sufficient information to make 
them. 

He is noted to be difficult to engage. This is a fundamental 
problem. Is this on the basis of personality difficulties, mood 
problems, low-grade irritability from ongoing cannabis 
withdrawal, brain head injury sequelae, a 'normal' frustrated 
reaction to perceived mis-management by the clinical team, 
or as is most common, a combination of a number of these 
and other factors? 

Why should he regard himself as a 'junkie'? He is a person, 
who (presumably) with considerable current drng and pain 
difficulties needs to be conferred with patient status, 
comprehensively and respectfully assessed, understood and 
then expertly cared for. He is highly likely to have suffered a 
lot in his past but no childhood/family upbringing history is 
given. 

How long did he wait for methadone? The intolerable time 
many people are 'left to rot' on regional waiting lists is a 
scandal and amongst other things can seriously undermine 
the development of secure therapeutic relationships from the 
outset. 

What has been the pain workup for Louis? Ifhe does have a 
chronic pain syndrome along with opioid dependence, then a 
shared care arrangement needs to be fostered between his pain 
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and drug specialists, fo!1ov,1ing the identific21tion of a clinical 
case 1nanager V/ho ~1Nill -fi1cEitate integrated 1r.lanrlgen1ent and 
care including his 1,JF. If he hasn't go, e. GP then hc: needs 
help to find .;,m, with whom he will c"eveiop trust over time. 

Pi fundament:,ll rehabilitative issue is work. Current restrictive 
takeav,::.y dose policies often undermine the ease by wJ1ich 
patients are logisticaEy able to engage in normal worlc 
rJoyvever in L<Jiuis 's case J1-.ere BflJears to be sorne basi-:~ 
assessment a:Jd stabllisation work to undertdce before 
Teintegra6on into normal life. A significant n:i5nority of paiients 
do not stabilise on one dose of methadone 2 day, panicularly 

-;vhen there is a pain ()'.:lmponem. In a:1y eve,·,t tbere oftee 
coE1es z, iirn:~ in clinical practice :hat a cakulated degrer;; of 
risk must be taken fr: o-:der to actively :::ssist people into 
education, re-training acd work opportunit:es, v;h:ch involve 

Finally. even with best expert efforts, some patie11ts do not stabilise 
their drug use ,md 'drug seeking, c-ontinues tc., predornim;,:e over 
~-b'.~ea.trr1e11t ~,,eeki:n.g" 0 Li:Yl+f 5xed. dc>se tre.atn1ent optio:1s provide 2: 

'purgatory posifon · whereby a posijve com1ec:j011 is 1°1aintc:ined 
vvith the prngramG1e, while patients rerrwin contemplaiive 
regarding mor:: co,1uprehensi'✓e trea1111ent. 


